The first big mistake we have made over the years, while executing an echocardiography scan, has been determining ejection fraction using the cube formula by the M-mode. This formula admits that, as the left ventricle (LV) is an ellipsoid of revolution, its longitudinal diameter is twice the cross-section; therefore, by raising the transverse diameter of its base to the third power, we have exactly the volume of the chamber and, with the diameter (volume) in systole and diastole, the ejection fraction can be easily determined. Then, it was determined that that was not quite true: when the ventricle dilated, it lost the ellipsoid conformation and acquired a spherical shape making the cube formula completely inappropriate; that is, it only served to determine the ejection fraction in normal ventricles. Then, Teichholz appeared to save us and adjust the cube formula, developing a formula that allowed to determine the ejection fraction in the ventricles of any shape. It was then realized that if a patient had had a stroke with a huge apical aneurysm retaining most of the blood during systole, as long as the septal base and the posterior wall presented good contraction, the ejection fraction would be normal using the Teichholz formula. Once again, we were saved, evoking the 1757 formula of mathematician Simpson, used here to calculate the ventricular volume. The left ventricle is then sliced into two planes after the endocardial delimitation, considering all chamber segments. Although this method has virtually solved the ejection fraction calculation, it has limitations as the endocardium cannot always be viewed on echocardiogram. Still, it was thought that definitive solution had been found for the assessment of LV systolic function, until the speckle tracking appeared, showing that a patient may have systolic dysfunction of this chamber even with a normal ejection fraction.

With echocardiography scans, the LV myocardial mass could also be easily determined through the brilliant formula of Devereux, which considers the septal and posterior wall thickness to calculate the diastolic diameter of the chamber. Patients with sigmoid septum (mainly older people) are often found. In these patients, the basal septal portion is thicker and, when that site is used to make the measurement, it is assumed that the rest of the wall is thick and the ventricular mass is the overestimated. It is not possible to obtain a correct plan to determine the ventricular diameter, conducting the measurement on oblique planes obtaining larger diameters than the actual one; the result is an overestimated myocardial mass. Maintaining the linear measurement methods with M-mode on the spotlight, the same failure is observed when measuring the left atrium, which may have a normal anteroposterior diameter and dimensions “consequently” normal and be dilated to the sides. This distortion is attenuated when atrial volume is considered. Even worse, people often think that everyone, regardless of their height and weight, have hearts in the same size, so that the normality parameters of the chamber diameters are the same for everyone.

How often did you come across with a mitral valve without any thickening on M-mode, therefore with no myxoid degeneration and you would relentlessly move the transducer until the CD segment of the valve in M-mode acquired a downward concave shape, making prolapse? In the 1980s, nearly one-third of young women “had” this heart disease. Today, a reverse path is followed, undoing the prolapse diagnoses that were usually done in the past.

Now, the LV diastolic function analysis is actually hard to carry out. In the past, its diagnosis criteria was just the inversion of the E/A ratio of the mitral flow chart. As most people older than 60 presents this abnormality, a myriad of cardiac patients with LV diastolic dysfunction is fabricated. Fortunately, in 2009, the consensus of the American Society of Echocardiography, with the aid of tissue Doppler, put some things in order. Nevertheless, it is still a mess, with a large gray area interposed between normal and abnormal.

When it comes to quantifying valvar lesions, the difficulties remain. In determining the mitral valve area by pressure half-time, if there is an LV diastolic dysfunction, the mitral flowchart E-wave decline ramp flattens out, and the valve area is underestimated. With the aortic valve, the same problem occurs: if there is LV systolic dysfunction, a very serious stenosis with a not very high valve gradient may emerge. Everything is further complicated when aortic stenosis is combined with normal ejection fraction and systolic dysfunction on speckle tracking — a method that is not used routinely to evaluate this valve — making the gradient to underestimate the stenosis severity. Similarly, when there is right ventricle (RV) systolic dysfunction, the determination of the pressure in the pulmonary artery through the tricuspid reflux — which is actually the RV pressure — is compromised, not reflecting the degree of pulmonary circulation resistance.

In this case, one should not believe that echocardiography is a flawed method. On the contrary, it is a wonderful method.
that introduced innovations in cardiology, making the diagnosis of heart diseases much easier and accurate. However, it is increasingly necessary to realize that, much more important than numbers, is the subjective analysis that is done when performing this test. With it, one can accurately infer whether a systolic dysfunction is mild, moderate or severe, and whether ventricular hypertrophy or chamber dilatation, solely by visual analysis, without measuring anything. I wonder if anyone wouldn’t successively measure ejection fraction by the Simpson method and only stopped measuring it to find a number that was according to their subjective impression? Unfortunately, the accuracy of delivering a diagnosis using visual analysis alone can only be acquired with time, and in such circumstances, intuition is actually the best aid.
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